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Edifier HECATE GX05 TWS Wireless Earphones (gray).
The  Edifier  HECATE  GX05  earphones  are  the  perfect  combination  of  functionality  and  futuristic  design  for  an  unforgettable  music
experience! They feature 10-millimeter drivers that offer clear, natural and richly detailed sound. They have built-in microphones that,
combined with ENC technology, allow you to carry on conversations even in noisy environments. Their maximum run time on a single
charge reaches 4.5 hours, and 2 different connection methods, Bluetooth 5.3 and 2.4 GHz connectivity, allow you to freely use different
devices.
 
Sound quality at the highest level
Play your favorite songs and immerse yourself in a musical world! The HECATE GX05 are equipped with 10mm dynamic drivers and use
the LHDAC codec to  ensure excellent  sound quality.  They've also received Hi-Res Audio certification for  high quality  sound.  Now your
music sounds like you're listening to it live, and every sound is clear and crisp.
 
Stay in touch with others
The earphones have 2 built-in microphones per earpiece to reliably record your voice in almost any situation. They also use ENC noise
cancellation technology to effectively eliminate background noise, so you can talk on the phone freely even in noisy places, knowing that
your voice will  be perfectly audible to your caller. You no longer have to worry about traffic noise, background noise or other people's
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conversations!
 
Listen to music for longer
From now on, you can freely play games or listen to your favorite podcasts and music on your way to work or college without worrying
about your earphones draining quickly. Thanks to the powerful battery, the earphones provide up to 4 hours when you use a 2.4 GHz
connection or up to 4.5 hours using Bluetooth. Want to extend their operating time? No problem! They also come with a charging case
that will let you play music for up to 16 hours. They also support QC2.0 fast charging, so it won't take you long to charge them.
 
Colorful RGB backlighting
Great  sound  quality  goes  hand  in  hand  with  a  striking  design.  The  HECATE  GX05  earphones  feature  colorful  RGB  backlighting  that
enhances their modern design. It also allows you to choose from several different modes, so you can easily adjust their appearance to
your preferences. Now you can highlight your style and express your personality while listening to your favorite music!
 
2 ways to connect wirelessly
Edifier HECATE GX05 gives you full freedom to choose how to connect to your favorite device. You can use Bluetooth 5.3, which provides
a fast and stable connection over a distance of up to 10 meters. Or maybe you prefer even greater stability and no lag? Nothing simpler -
choose  a  2.4  GHz  link,  which  guarantees  ultra-low  latency  of  15  ms!  This  is  the  perfect  solution  for  gaming  enthusiasts  who  need
maximum precision during gameplay. You'll find a USB adapter included, which will make it easy for you to connect to your computer,
console or VR goggles. What's more, you can connect the earphones to two devices at the same time for greater convenience of use. 
 
The perfect combination of design and functionality
The ergonomic design perfectly adapts to the shape of your ears, without causing uncomfortable pressure and discomfort compared to
traditional  over-earphones.  This  makes  them  perfect  for  long  hours  of  gaming  sessions!  Their  minimalist  form,  futuristic  lines  and
metallic finish give them a unique character that is sure to delight many a sci-fi movie lover.
 
In the set
headphones
charging case
replaceable rubber bands x3 (S/M/L)
USB-C charging cable
USB adapter
USB-C adapter
stickers
user manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
HECATE GX05
Color
Gray
Connection
Bluetooth, 2.4GHz
Bluetooth version
5.3
Range
Up to 10 m
Bluetooth protocols
HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
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Transducers
10 mm
Impedance
32Ω
SPL
95 dB
Frequency response
20Hz-40kHz
Audio codecs
SBC, LHDC 5.0
Operating time
2.4GHz: about 4h 
Bluetooth: about 4.5h 
With charging case: up to 16h
Input
5V/200 mA (headphones) 
5V/1A (charging case)
Charging interface
USB-C
Waterproof
IP54
Weight of one earphone
4,9 g
Backlighting
Yes, RGB

Preço:

€ 95.01

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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